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Abstract:- Release planning is the process of defining the 

functionality of related sequence of product releases or 

iterations The first and foremost process in solving a RP 

problem is requirement selection and prioritization. The 

existing RP models concentrates only on selecting and 

prioritizing the requirements that need to be included in 

the current release without giving much importance to 

scheduling. The high software failure rate and the 

complex relationship between requirements support the 

argument that scheduling should be integrated into 

release planning activity. Proposed in this paper is a 

time centric model that integrates prioritization and 

scheduling into release planning. 

 

Most of the existing models when tested with 

varying dependency between requirements showed that 

as the number of requirement dependency increases 

there are more chance for the project to be delayed i.e., 

these prioritized requirements when scheduled to the 

development teams exceeds the release date; it never 

always guarantee an on time schedule. A Time Centric 

Model can overcome this issue of project delay by 

guaranteeing an on time delivery and this algorithm 

selects the best combination of prioritized requirements 

that can always be scheduled to development teams such 

that it finishes on time. This approach provides a 

schedule that will always meet the target release date 

and thus provides an optimized solution to prioritization 

and scheduling problem in software release planning. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Software Development process involves four phases 

namely Requirement Management, Design and 

development, Software Delivery and Maintenance [1]. One 

of the key activities in requirements management phase is 

“Release Planning”. Release planning is the process of 

selecting the right group of requirements to be included in 

each [2]. Most organizations do this informally by choosing 
the requirements based upon individual experience and tacit 

knowledge of experts. If planning is done badly it could 

increase risks such as budget overruns and project delay. 

The key to successful software projects is in making the 

right requirements decisions. These decisions should also 

respect the needs of users and other stakeholders in addition 

to satisfying various other system constraints. These 

constraints include requirement dependencies, cost, resource 

constraints, and development effort, risk etc. 

 

Release Planning is considered to be the most 

important activity in the requirement engineering phase [3] 

whose sole aim is to identify the best set of requirements 

that could be included in the upcoming release satisfying 

various constraints like the business value of the 
requirement, stakeholder influence, cost, development 

effort, risk, requirement dependency, resource availability 

etc. Since a good release plan is a blueprint of upcoming 

releases the main focus should be on the selection and 

prioritization of requirements satisfying the variables 

described above. Most of the existing release planning 

models end their activity with the selection of prioritized 

requirements which are ready for implementation in the 

current release [4].The release planning activity is extended 

to include scheduling aspect which is often considered as 

another step after release planning. Scheduling these 

selected requirements to various development teams is also 
important so as to ensure on time release. If software release 

planning activity just ends with prioritization and selection 

of optimal set of requirements, later during the 

implementation phase it can pose a problem when these 

requirements cannot be scheduled efficiently to the 

development teams. It will be too late to go for a 

reprioritization at this stage. So it is necessary to integrate 

both these activities (Prioritization and Scheduling) into 

Software Release Planning (SRP). 

 

The objective of SRP is not only to find the best 
composition of requirements to be included in a release but 

also to schedule these requirements to development teams 

so that the project will meet the target release date. If release 

planning is just about selecting the most optimal set of 

requirements there is no guarantee that these selected 

requirements when scheduled to development teams will 

meet the target release date. Another factor that strongly 

supports the claim of including scheduling as an important 

activity in release planning is the fact that most of the 

requirements are interdependent and these dependencies 

further increase the complexity of the project plan. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A total of 31 release planning models have been 

considered in this study. A number of requirement 

prioritization techniques have been applied on these models 

to deal with this multi- aspect optimization problem which 

includes Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), Fuzzy logic, 

Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and Models using 
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Genetic Algorithm [5]. Cost Value Approach (CVA) [6] 

prioritizes requirements following the rule “maximize 
quality and minimize cost”. The model focuses on 

prioritizing requirements based on stakeholder’s preference 

by making a pairwise comparison of customer requirements 

according to their relative cost and value. Incremental 

Funding Method (IFM) [7] aims at maximizing the Net 

Present Value (NPV) while selecting requirements. 

Evolutionary and Iterative Approach (EVOLVE) and its 

family series solves RP problem by an evolutionary and 

iterative approach. Evolve-Star (Evolve*) [8] improves the 

existing release planning models by combining the strength 

of mathematical models with experts knowledge. EVOLVE 

[9] uses Genetic algorithm to provide optimum allocation of 
requirements to releases considering stakeholder preference 

and also balances resources to all releases. Extension of 

Evolve (EVOLVE+) [10] is a combination of genetic 

algorithm with an iterative solution method. The solution, if 

it satisfies the risk constraint, precedence  constraint and 

resource constraint are selected. System Evolve-Star (S-

EVOLVE*) [11] apart from considering other constraints 

also considers the knowledge of existing system in deciding 

on the requirements that need to be included in the next 

release. Financial Evolve Star (F-EVOLVE*) [12] in 

addition to other constraints selects features that give high 
returns while solving RP problem. Evolve Extended 

(EVOLVE ext) [13] is an extension of EVOLVE * model 

that combines computational and human intelligence by 

finding an optimal balance between computing stakeholder 

priorities and bottleneck resources. Art and Science of 

Release Planning (AHPSRP) [9] is a hybrid release planning 

model that uses human intuition to formalize the problem 

and applies computational algorithm to generate optimal 

solutions. Evolutionary EVOLVE+ [14] is an extension of 

hybrid intelligence approach EVOLVE* by combining 

computational complexity and cognitive complexity. Next 

Release Problem (NRP) [15] uses a heuristic approach (GA 
and Simulated Annealing) in solving RP problem by 

considering various factors like customer’s value and cost in 

feature selection. Multi Objective Release Planning 

(MORP[16] follows the following approach in solving RP 

problem, maximize stakeholder preference and minimize 

project risks respecting available resource and requirement 

dependency. Multi Objective Next Release Problem 

(MONRP) [17] takes in two objective functions while 

solving RP problem, maximize customer satisfaction and 

minimize required cost. Bi- Objective Release Planning for 

Evolving Systems (BORPES) considers existing system in 
making release decisions by including highly coupled 

features in the same release. Quantitative Win Win 

(AEQWW) [11] proposes a small number of possible sets of 

requirements from which the actualdecision maker can 

choose and select the most appropriate solution. Analytical 

Model of Requirement Selection (AMRSQE) [9] uses 

queuing theory concept by having a queue of requirements 

with different quality estimated based on market value and 

development effort. Quality Performance (QUPER) [18] is 

an extension of CVA model and considers requirement 

quality as the main factor for requirement selection. A 
Mathematical Formulation for Flexible Release Planning 

(AMFFRP) [18] uses ILP method to find an optimal set of 

requirements with maximum projected revenue against 

available revenues. Release Planning with Feature trees 
(RPFT) [19] uses feature tree to structure the requirements 

by using AND, OR and REQUIRE dependencies and utilize 

feature trees for planning the release. MAX-MIN Ant 

System with a dynamic Roulette Wheel Release Planning 

(MMASDRW-SRP)[20] uses Ant Colony Optimization 

(ACO) by adopting a roulette wheel strategy to obtain 

solutions within a reasonable amount of computational cost. 

Release Plan Simulator (REPSIM-1) [21] follows an hybrid 

approach which ensures stability to release plan as features 

assigned to releases may change with time. RP with Fuzzy 

Effort Constraints (RPUFEC) [14] uses Fuzzy logic in 

solving RP problem by finding a release plan that 
maximizes stakeholder satisfaction. It also handles 

uncertainties regarding effort estimation. Quality 

Improvement Paradigm (QIP) [22] uses genetic algorithm in 

finding the most optimal solution but considers data from 

previous releases in making this decision. An Optimization 

technique for RP (AOTRP) [23] provides a solution to 

software release planning by optimizing revenue against 

available resources in a given time period. Fuzzy Model for 

Dependence Constraints in RP (FMDCRP) [14] uses fuzzy 

logic to handle uncertainty in identifying the structural 

dependency constraints between requirements. Fuzzy 
Optimization Model (FOMRP) [14] also addresses 

uncertainty in release planning using fuzzy logic. Consensus 

Driven value Based RP approach (CDVBRPA) [24] is an 

efficient method of release planning used in small 

organizations. The method uses value-based and consensus- 

driven approach in solving RP problems. Post Release 

Analysis of Requirement Selection Quality (PARSEQ) [25] 

is aimed to improve release planning decisions that are 

made in previous releases. It is generally a Post analysis that 

does reprioritization by re-estimating the cost and value of 

each requirement based on which incorrect decisions (about 

requirement selection) are inspected. Risk Driven Method 
for Extreme Programming (RDMXP_XP) [26] is a risk 

driven method for XP release planning by creating a list of 

feasible plans and then assessing the risk of each feasible 

plan and ultimately stakeholders decide on a suitable release 

plan. Release Planning and  Constraint Programming  (RP  

and  CP) [27] is a hybrid approach combining the strength 

of Constraint Programming (CP) and Release by (RP). An 

Integer Linear Programming (ILP) Model to solve Software 

Release Planning and Scheduling [28] is the only model that 

uses Scheduling aspects in solving RP problem. An ILP 

formulation is used to solve the RP problem which 
maximizes revenue and also finds an on-time schedule. It is 

claimed to be the only model that integrates scheduling into 

software release planning. 

 

It is essential to strengthen the existing RP models by 

integrating both the process of prioritization and scheduling 

into RP process. Also there is a need to study the effect of 

varying requirement dependency during the prioritization 

and scheduling phase while solving an RP problem. 
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III. TIME CENTRIC MODEL 

 
In software release planning process, currently 

available prioritization and scheduling mechanisms do not 

analyze time delay privileges. On increasing the 

requirement dependencies, it can be seen that there are more 

chance for the project to exceed the release date i.e. the 

project will not be completed on time. As a result, it is 

necessary to employ a time delay analysis mechanism while 

performing prioritization and scheduling. So it is necessary 

to develop a release planning model that will provide a 

group of requirements that can always be scheduled on time. 

The model guarantees an on- time-delivery schedule, but 

this additional constraint may affect the revenue of the 
selected requirements. The aim of this proposed model is to 

provide a timely system and it is extremely useful when 

there is strict release deadline. Hence this model is called 

the “Time Centric Model”. 

 

Suppose if we have strict deadline on release date the 

Revenue Centric models cannot guarantee an optimal 

solution. So a Time Centric model is proposed which 

always selects that group of requirements which can be 

scheduled to development teams in such a way that it will 

never exceed the target release date. It always guarantees an 
on time project delivery. In those cases where there is no 

delay the Revenue Centric Model and Time Centric Model 

choose the same group of requirements. But in those cases 

where there is a delay, the Time Centric model chooses 

another set of requirements that can be completed on time. 
In other words Time Centric Model is a 0% delay model. 

But being too strict on time deadline causes this model to 

compromise on revenue. 

 

The proposed model does requirement prioritization 

by the Genetic  Algorithm. Initially      number of 

requirements is selected. Most of the requirements are 

independent with each other and some of the requirements 

are dependent with some other requirements. Hence, 
requirements prioritization initially fixes the dependencies 

between the requirements based on the six dependency 

factors such as exclusion, combination, cost- based, 

implication, the time based and revenue based 

dependencies. Here, we consider the time dependency as an 

important factor to avoid time delay. 

 

This model integrates both the activities of 

prioritization and scheduling and adds a time delay analysis 

mechanism which is triggered whenever there is a delay in 

project schedule. When this delay is triggered it goes back 
to the prioritization process to select the next group of 

optimal requirements. This process is looped until the 

algorithm generates a group of requirements that can be 

scheduled within the release date. The proposed model 

framework is depicted in figure given below. 

 

Randomized creation of Initial 
Population Population

Select the most Optimal 
Requirement Set

Dependencies & Delay 
based Fitness Calculation

 Cross Over

Parents

Mutation

Aging Factor

New Population 
Set

MODIFIED RILP FOR 
SCHEDULING

If Delay is 
triggered

Schedule the 
Requirements to teams

NoYes

Compute EGA 
Fitness Value

Requirement Prioiritization Process

 
Fig 1:- Proposed Time Centric Model 
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The ultimate aim of this algorithm is to create a timely 

schedule a time delay analysis mechanism is added to this 
algorithm to check if there is a delay. If a delay is triggered 

during the scheduling process it goes back to prioritization 

process and another set of requirements is selected. The 

process is repeated until we find that group of requirements 

which can be scheduled to development teams within the 

target release date. 

 

The scheduling delay is computed by using below 

equation 

 

 

 

 Influence of Varying Dependency on Multiple Data Set 
The model was tested against multiple data sets. The 

main aim of this simulation was to check if the model 

schedules  the prioritized requirements always on 

schedule even when we change the number of 

dependency between the requirements. The following 

requirement dependency was considered in these 

simulations. The simulation results are shown below. 

 

 

 

 

99 Req Data Set Influence of varying dependency using Revenue Centric Model 

Dependency Ratio Average Days No of Delays Revenue 

 10 60 0 1570.56 

Small 20 60 0 1212.49 

set (8     

req,60 30 60 0 998.25 

days)     

 40 60 0 856.67 

Table 1:- Varying Dependency and Scheduling Results on Time centric model(99 Req data set) 

 

76 Req Data Set 

 

Influence of varying dependency using Revenue Centric Model 
 

Dependency Ratio 
 

Average Days 
 

No of Delays 
 

Revenue 

 

Small set  
(5 req,38 days) 

10 38 0 706.6 

20 38 0 486.85 

30 38 0 
354.05 

Table 2:- Varying Dependency and Scheduling Results on Time centric model(76 Req data set) 

 

Satisfying various explicit and implicit objectives and 

constraints. This process of assigning requirements or 
features to different increments or releases is known as 

Software Release planning (SRP). Majority of the existing 

release planning models concentrate only on generating an 

optimal set of requirements and give least importance to the 

scheduling aspect. These models when tested with varying 

dependency between requirements and it was seen that as 

the number of requirement dependency increases there are 

more chance for the project to be delayed i.e., these 

prioritized requirements when scheduled to the development 

teams exceeds the release date; it never always guarantee an 

on time schedule. To overcome this issue of project delay 

which still exists on increasing the number of dependencies 
between the requirements a Time Centric model is 

proposed. Hence an on time delivery is guaranteed with this 

algorithm selecting the best combination of prioritized 

requirements that can always be scheduled to development 

teams such that it finishes on time. This model employs a 

time delay analysis method while performing prioritization 
and scheduling and thus provides a schedule that will 

always meet the target release date and thus proposed is an 

optimized solution to prioritization and scheduling problem 

in software release planning. The aim of this proposed 

Modified Hybrid model is to provide an on-time project 

delivery and it is extremely useful when the release deadline 

is very strict. The model guarantees an on-time- delivery 

schedule, but this additional constraint makes the model to 

compromise on revenue. The Time Centric model always 

selects that group of requirements that can be completed 

within target release date. This model has no influence on 

requirement dependency and has to compromise on revenue 
for having an additional on-time delivery constraint. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 
One of the most important activities during 

requirements engineering is the selection and prioritization 

of requirements 
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On analyzing the results it can be concluded that the 

Time Centric Model model saves time by providing timely 

schedule, but this additional constraint causes the model to 

compromise on revenue. The proposed Time Centric model 

guarantees an on time project delivery and is independent on 

the number of dependencies between requirements. From 

the simulations it is clear that the model has to compromise 

on revenue for having an additional on-time delivery 

constraint. 
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